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ATTENDEES/INTRODUCTIONS 
Brandon Krumwiede-  NOAA Office for Coastal Management  

Greg Kennedy- USGS GLSC 

Guy Meadows-  Michigan Technological University NP (Not Present) 

Hans Van Sumeren - Northwest Michigan College NP 

John Bright-  NOAA National Marine Sanctuaries  NP 

Peter Esselman-  USGS GLSC  

Walter Barnhart - USGS Woods Hole Coastal and Marine Science Center here 

George Schlagintweit - DFO Canadian Hydrographic Service  

Hans Biberhofer- Environment Canada  

Craig Onafrychuk (replacing Kent Todd/Paul Staples)-Ontario MNRF  

Becky Pearson -  Great Lakes Observing System  

Michael Laitta -  International Joint Commission  NP 

Steve Ruberg-  NOAA Great Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory  

Susan Doka-  DFO Fisheries Canada  

Bob Schuchman- Michigan Technological University NP 

Molly K. Reif - USACE/JALBTCX 

Catherine Riseng- U of Michigan/Michigan Sea Grant/GLAHF 

Sam Pecoraro-  USGS GLSC (scribe) 

 

 



AGENDA 
1. Welcome and role call (Esselman) 
2. Introduction to new Committee Members 
3. Review and discussion of action items from April summit (Krumwiede) 
4. Updates from Committee members  
5.  Reinvigorating sub-group synthesis activities (Esselman, Krumwiede) 
6. Action items 

 

 

1. Introduction to new Committee Members 

○ Craig Onafrychuk- Ontario MNRF 

■ Replacing Paul Staples 

○ Catherine Riseng- head of GLAHF 

■ Coordinate a framework for GL datasets, including bottom data for the great 

lakes 

■ How to get the newest data into GLAHF 

○ Molly Reif USACE, Joint Airborne Lidar Bathymetry Center of Excellence 

■ Vicksburg mississippi 

■ Administers National Coastal Mapping program 

■ 5-7 year return interval in Great Lakes 

■ R&D side, how to best apply these data 

■ Nearshore benthic habitat mapping partnership with NOAA, working 

w/Brandon, IL beach state park project, Mike Greer Annex 7 Lake Ontario 

project 

○ Comments:  

■ Sue: we should have a bio for all of the committee memeber readily available, 

do we have that? 

■ Pete: Sam should make available or at least query group members, should 

eventually go on a BMW website 

2. Review and discussion of action items from April summit (Krumwiede) 



○ Coastal Mapping meeting in Chicago April 4-6 in Chicago, focused on Bottom Mapping, 

Geological Mapping, Nearshore Mapping, Coastal Mapping; it brought together NOAA, 

USGS, USACE, ILGS, State Partners, and many others 

■ BMW led breakout sessions where participants prioritized their needs by 

subgroup 

1. Data Tech & Standards  

i. Coordination on equipment and standards 

ii. Data portal of available datasets/what people intend to 

collect 

iii. Data awareness of what other datasets are out 

there/people are wishing to collect  

2. Data Users 

i. Forecast and prediction tools 

ii. Regional and systematic surveys;need more than 

postage stamp extents; need to connect them together 

iii. Setting priorities for mapping agreed upon base 

components of every survey (don’t waste boat/plane 

time if you’re out collecting anyway) 

3. Data Managers/Holders 

i. Funding and dissemination 

ii. Collection and collaboration 

iii. Utilizing standards for archiving, stewardship, metadata, 

and data transfer 

■ Action items from Coastal Mapping summit: 

1. Develop a contact list for collaboration and coordination 

2. Catalog of existing data portals- lots of overlap in datasets between 

them  

3. Develop a funding matrix for potential sources of support moving 

forward for both collection and maintenance of this data, GLRI may not 

be the main source moving forward 

a. Guy meadows mentioned increasing need to collaborate in 

order to stay afloat with decreasing funding prospects 

4. Develop gap analysis in advance of USACE collections to prioritize where 

we ask for additional collections/skip them 



5. Getting data acquisition plans and requests uploaded onto SeaSketch 

○ Discussion:  

■ Brandon: Is JALBTCX looking for input on prioritizing National Coastal Mapping 

effort now? 

1. Molly: yes 

■ Brandon: NOAA National Center for Coastal Ocean Science are looking for public 

input for where to collect side-scan sonar data within the proposed National 

Marine Sanctuary; will be conducting a prioritization exercise later in the year 

■ Pete: what role does NOAA see for itself in pursuing the coastal mapping 

summit objectives? 

1. Brandon: we could definitely spearhead the collation of the data 

sources, but we can't just only focus on data. If we don’t talk about the 

stories, the public loses interest, and the public is ultimately who is 

going to fund this. 

2. Data gap analysis for nearshore JALBTCX collection- partly enabled by 

lake level viewer and NCCOS 

3. NOAA strongly supports SeaSketch 

http://www.seasketch.org/#projecthomepage/5272840f6ec5f42d21001

6e4/about 

4. BMW list was the first contact list, that speaks to how important we are; 

Ashley Chappell mentioned how successful our meeting was 

■ Sue: Similar Canadian conference recently, how did that go? 

1. GeoHab 2017 Marine Geological & Biological Habitat Mapping 

2. Agenda for the meeting can be found here: 

http://geohab.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/GeoHab2017_1stCircu

lar.pdf 

3. Updates from Committee members (members at large) 
○ Brandon  

■ Mini mapping summit Lake Superior (in September?) 

■ Charlie Menza (NCCOS): prioritization tool for the proposed marine sanctuary in 

Lake Michigan (Shipwrecks) 

http://www.seasketch.org/#projecthomepage/5272840f6ec5f42d210016e4/about
http://geohab.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/GeoHab2017_1stCircular.pdf
http://geohab.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/GeoHab2017_1stCircular.pdf
http://www.seasketch.org/#projecthomepage/5272840f6ec5f42d210016e4/about


1. Pete: developing a widget for understanding the needs of a wider array 

of audiences 

■ Lake level viewer- when will it be done? DEMs are finalized, rest should be done 

in the next week or two, updates include lake St. Clair, expanded 3780mi2 of 

coverage -> 6860mi2 of coverage 

○ George Schlagintweit  

■ Ocean protection plan (Canada) 1.5billion Canadian Hydro. Serivce got $110mil 

broken down as follows over 5 years, 

1. Dynamic water levels 

2. Arctic hydrography 

3. Nearshore - has G.L. implication ~$30mil 

a. Trying to finish  LiDAR in Lake Ontario this year; We let 

companies prequalify each year for these collection, and then 

can tack onto their approved contracts as necessary without 

further competition 

b. Focusing on eastern half of Erie 

c. Use Environment Canada help to double their effort 

d. Eastern shore of St. Clair (including Western half of Lake Erie 

e. North Channel of Huron 

f. North Shore of Manitoulin Island 

g. Eastern Half of Lake Huron, (Tobermory to Windsor)  

4. Harbors and port (no G.L.) 

5. Marine Spatial Data Infrastructure 

■ Discussion:  

1. Walter: is that terrestrial or bathy LiDAR? 

a. George: Bathy that goes to 200 meters inshore, goes to 20-22m 

depth, and then use ship based multibeam to fill in the holes 

lidar leaves; intention is to have near 100% coverage 

2. Walter: What is USACE planning in Lake Ontario? 

a. Molly: Topo lidar is planned, they have the sensors, just need to 

turn on; Fugro is using the Leica City Mapper system to collect  4 

oblique (RGB) and one nadir (RGBN) with topo lidar (2pts/m) 



(lidar has not been funded to process it) on the U.S. side of Lake 

Ontario. 

b. Brandon: Sometimes they collect it and can’t afford to process it 

eg Mission on St. Marys coast, data was collected, but wasn’t 

funded for processing. Are they using the new sensor for this 

collection? 

i. Molly: Yes 

○ Molly:  

■ Call setup at 1PM CST July 25th to plan the Eastern side of the GL basin’s 

collections. Starting to plan Lake Ontario, will be thin on specifics now but the 

calls will ramp up soon. 

1. USA Toll-Free:  888-675-2535 

2. USA Caller Paid/International Toll: 215-446-0145 

3. ACCESS CODE: 2616597 

4. SECURITY CODE: 1234 

○ Walter: Lake Levels in Ontario are at historic highs.  

■ USGS Woods Hole Coastal and Marine Geology Program are engaged in a 

preliminary effort using FEMA funds to deploy water level sensors in 

coordination with the state of NY. Woods hole will be mapping with UAS. 3D 

maps using Structure for Motion. Coastal topographic mapping 

■ Brandon: coordination with NOAA?  

1. Walter: Sites will be uploaded to NWIC see here 

https://water.usgs.gov/floods/swath/ and here 

https://water.usgs.gov/floods/FEV/ 

2. Sue: Lots of Gaps in the coverage on Canadian side 

3. Brandon: Same on US, U. New Hampshire may have the latest data? 

○ Craig Onfrychuk: MNRF-provincial mapping unit is working with the Agricultural 

department; undertaking a 30,000km2 airborne lidar acquisition broken down as 

follows: 

■ ~90% of Erie shoreline (CA side), much of the watershed 

■ ⅓ of Ontario 

■ Collected in fall through spring(leaf off), they are processing it this fall 

■ Based on USGS specs, along the shoreline with topographic LiDar 

https://water.usgs.gov/floods/swath/
https://water.usgs.gov/floods/FEV/


■ Long inland strip 

○ Pete: 

■ USGS and University of Michigan received support to develop a robotic system 

to acquire high resolution stereo imagery over two years. 

■ DROP lab at UM has an Iver3 AUV w/cameras and lights; USGS building its twin 

this fall. 

■ 0.6mm resolution 

■ Training artificial intelligence algorithms to resolve round goby and sculpin, as 

they make up the prey fish of major trust species 

■ 36km range in a day with the AUV 

■ 1-1.5m swath collection 

■ Develop AI (machine learning) to develop geomorphology and habitat 

classification routines from particle size/rugosity 

1. $0.5mil from GLRI coordinate with small scale high res data with large 

scale multibeam data or nearshore JALBTCX or NCCOS  data in a 

supervised classification, would be good to coordinate with George too 

if possible 

■ Treating Cladophora as a special bottom type; trying to quantify biomass with a 

doppler velocity log 

1. George: always log the backscatter and lidar whenever any data is 

collected. 

2. Pete: We should coregister as much data as possible when possible 

3. George: Caveat- sometimes they fly lidar at night 

4. Sue: Looking to put some robotics of their own in the lake 

5. Hans B: what vehicle are you using? 

a. Pete: IVER 3 

■ Hans B: We need a list of technology that people have, it would be good to 

streamline investment and share hardware where possible  

1. Pete: that is what Hans VanSumeren is trying to facilitate through the 

technology and standards sub-group. 

4. Reinvigorating sub-group synthesis activities (Esselman, Krumwiede) 
○ Goal was to have a whitepaper out by spring 



○ Pete: this is ad hoc, volunteer group, have been delayed by funded research and life 

events 

■ How do we increase our collective impact? Whitepaper would still be good to 

get out. 

■ Shared vision and common interest- we have common agenda 

■ Shared measurement of success, what common system of classification should 

we be striving for- should this come from the tech group? 

■ Mutually reinforcing activities- these requires sustained communication e.g. 

SeaSketch 

■ Continuous communication 

■ Backbone support- separate the entities that have the ability to keep it going 

from those that just want a less formal role 

○ Brandon:  

■ would like to get a whitepaper out this year 

■ Had a session at IAGLR this year 

■ Meetup again in Wisconsin for another mapping summit 

5. Action items from meeting 

○ Collect bios from Steering Committee Members, combine and circulate (Sam) 

○ Schedule next Steering Committee meeting in late August 

○ Provide a copy of summary notes from Coastal Summit (Brandon) 

○ SeaSketch Link: 

http://www.seasketch.org/#projecthomepage/5272840f6ec5f42d210016e4/forum/568

a9cf824dfab24667f380b 

○ Track down information for September coastal mapping meeting in Wisconsin for lake 

Superior (Brandon?) 

 
 

http://www.seasketch.org/#projecthomepage/5272840f6ec5f42d210016e4/forum/568a9cf824dfab24667f380b
http://www.seasketch.org/#projecthomepage/5272840f6ec5f42d210016e4/forum/568a9cf824dfab24667f380b

